The dynamics of single chains within a model polymer melt.
Discontinuous molecular dynamics simulations are performed on a system containing 32 hard chains of length 192 at a volume fraction of phi = 0.45 to explore the idea that localized entanglements have a significant effect on the dynamics of the individual chains within an entangled polymer melt. Anomalous behavior can still be observed when studying the dynamics of the individual chains, although increased time averaging causes the anomalous relaxation-memory-release behavior that was observed previously in the system to smooth out. First, the individual chain mean squared displacements and apparent diffusion coefficients are calculated, and a wide distribution of diffusive behavior is found. Although the apparent diffusion coefficient curve averaged over all chains displays the predicted long-time diffusive behavior, the curves for the individual chains differ both qualitatively and quantitatively. They display superdiffusive, diffusive, and subdiffusive behavior, with the largest percentage of chains exhibiting superdiffusive behavior and the smallest percentage exhibiting the predicted diffusive behavior. Next, the individual chain end-to-end vector autocorrelation functions and relaxation times are determined, and a wide distribution of stress relaxation behavior is found. The times when the end-to-end vector autocorrelation functions relax completely span almost an order of magnitude in reduced time. For some chains, the end-to-end vector autocorrelation function relaxes smoothly toward zero similar to the system average; however, for other chains the relaxation is slowed greatly, indicating the presence of additional entanglements. Almost half of the chains exhibit the anomalous behavior in the end-to-end vector autocorrelation function. Finally, the dynamic properties are displayed for a single chain exhibiting anomalous relaxation-memory-release behavior, supporting the idea that the relaxation-memory-release behavior is a single-chain property.